
What is the goal of the case study 
for the team of market analysts?

List the six required site factors that the development team had to 
keep in mind while researching the location of a future golf resort.
-       - 
-        -
-       -

What kind of data layer is used to help visually illustrate slope?

Name the map type used to portray the assigned suitability scores.   (Circle one)
Isoline  Cartogram      Heat Map        Dot Density  Graduated Symbol     Choropleth

In terms of gentle slopes, choose the county 
that you feel is best suited to host a new golf 
resort.  Mark it with an “X” on the map at right.

The “Certain Land Cover Type” overlay is an example of:  (Circle one)
  Reference Map  Thematic Map

Scroll back and forth between the “Land Cover 
Map” and the one corresponding with its’ assigned 
suitability scores. According to the key, what type 
of predominant land cover is preferred, ?

In terms of land cover, choose the county that you 
feel is best suited to host a new golf resort.  Mark it 
with an “X” on the map below.

Best Locations for a Proposed Golf Resort

Describe how the research team 
created a suitability score to 
determine the location of a golf 
course in relation to a county’s 
airports.

Hypothesize why you think the 
research team chose to display 
the drive-time choropleth map 
with two colors instead of one. 

In terms of airport proximity, choose 
the county that you feel is best 
suited to host a new golf resort.  
Mark it with an “X” on the map below.

Instructions: Scan the ESRI Storymap of the Spatial Analysis Case Study using your smart device. As you 
scroll through the story, see how the team of market analysts use the help of geographic information 
systems to help choose the location of a potential golf resort.
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Analyze the “Near a River” map layer. This type of 
map is an example of a Heat Map. Describe the 
difference between a Heat Map and a Choropleth 
Map.

After looking at the “Near a River” suitability score 
map, choose the county that you feel is best suited to 
host a new golf resort.  Mark it with an “X” on the 
map below.

Look at the “View of Mountain Peaks” map. You will 
notice that there are areas with a “view” designation 
even beyond areas with “no-view” access. Scroll back 
and use a previously viewed GIS layer to conclude 
why this might be.

After looking at the “Surrounded by 
a Variety of Landscapes” map, 
choose the county that you feel is 
best suites to host a new golf 
resort.  Mark it with an “X” on the 
map at left.

Why are “weights” applied to 
some of the GIS layers?

What variable narrowed 
down the map to just two 
counties?

The future golf course requires a 
contiguous (connected) land 
area of 1500 acres. Once these 
contiguous zones are identified 
on the Combined Scores layer, 
how many potential sites exist?

Once a site is chosen, what final research 
must the market analyst team conduct?

Pretend that you are on the market analyst team. Brainstorm THREE new GIS layers that may be useful in 
deciding the location of a new golf resort. Then briefly discuss the new layer’s potential usefulness.
- 

- 

-

Read more!

After looking at the “View of Mountain Peaks” 
suitability value map, choose the county that you 
feel is best suited to host a new golf resort.  Mark 
it with an “X” on the 
map below.
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